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DEPRESSED STEM @ OPENING

FOOTINGS: ALL BEARING FOOTINGS SHALL BEAR ≥ 18" (MIN) BELOW TOP OF UNDISTURBED SOIL OR TOP OF ENGINEER-CERTIFIED COMPACTED SOIL

4" CONC. SLAB ON 4" A.B.C.

TOOLED EDGE

EXTerior SLAB SEE FOUNDATION PLAN

4" STEM REBAR SEE DETAIL (1)

STANDARD CMU OR CONCRETE STEM WALL

MORTAR BED

3" MIN

16"

1.5"

FIN FLOOR UNDISTURBED OR ENG. SOIL

STANDARD CMU FROM ONE (.1)

OMNI BLK BELLOW TOP OF FLOOR GREAT SOLID ALL CELLS

OMNI BLK FROM ONE (.1)

SCALE: NTG